Saturday 19th September 2004
Judge: Mr. H. J. Neddermeyer

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. ARKAHLA KAHLUA 2/5/04 5100032265 (*Ch Arkahla Gonzo A Z H.Neg
CD ET - 5100016460 x *Arkahla Hot Shot A Z - 5100022774) Bdr; Exh
Exh: O'Loughlin W & J
2. TONAKER ANNA STAR 25/05/04 5100032655 (*Rhosyn Krikkross A Z
H-neg 5100009936 x *Denargun Shenanigan A Z) Bdr, Exh. Exh
Schoemaker T H
3. SAN RANCHO AURORA 2/6/04 5100032840 (*Jasso von der Bimsgrube
a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2014843 x *Winbirra Ritzy A Z - 3100083473) Bdr; Exh
Exh: San Rancho Kennels
4. SAN RANCHO AVRIL 2/6/04 5100032844 (*Jasso von der Bimsgrube a Z
(Imp Gmy) - SZ2014843 x *Winbirra Ritzy A Z - 3100083473) Bdr; Exh
Exh: San Rancho Kennels

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. GRUNDELHARDT ENYA 25/2/04 5100031566 (*Nilson vom Wildsteiger
Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x *Grundelhardt Orrinococo A Z S1593544) Bdr; Exh Exh: Cocks J & P
Above medium size bitch of very good proportions and harmonious
construction.. Good withers firm back and well moulded croup very good
fore and hindquarter angulation stands correct in front good head and
expression good ear carriage and good eye colour for her age normal
chest development . Steps correct at rear hocks could be a fraction firmer.
Shows very good groundcovering covering gait and good hindquarter
drive with good back transmission
2. LEPPSDORF THALIA 23/2/04 5100031701 (*Vonpeta Questor A Z
H.Neg - 5100012653 x *Siegerheims Elke A Z - 5100009372) Bdr; Exh
Exh: Hume L
Above medium size strong and substantial bitch with good withers firm
back and slightly flat croup good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation stand correct in front very feminine head good expression and
good dark eye colour for her age normal chest development. .Steps
correct at rear crosses in front Shows good ground covering gait

Grading: PROMISING
3. KARLSKIND OWOTA FEELING 11/2/04 ? (*Eisenland Ezy Rider A Z
H.Neg - 6100021890 x *Vonpeta Reggie A Z - 5100016862) Bdr; Exh Exh:
Coppola J/Gale P
Above medium size, medium strong with flat withers firm back slightly
short and slightly steep croup good fore and good hindquarter angulation..
Stands correct in front with good head and expression wide ear carriage
for his age normal chest development. Steps correct at rear slightly narrow
in front. During movement should show a little more hindquarter drive
forehand reach is slightly restricted.

PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. REGALSHEP PRINCESS FIONA 17/11/03 5100030934 (*Leberhine Ijaz
A Z H.Neg - 5100014919 x *Regalshep Kind a Sweet A Z - 5000020477)
Bdr; Exh Exh: Mayne D
Just above medium size medium strong very well pigmented bitch with
very good topline and well moulded croup. The upper arm could still be
fractionally angled very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front lovely head and expression very good ear carriage and good eye
colour. Steps slightly wide both front and rear. Shows good
groundcovering covering gait with good hindquarter drive good back
transmission good hindquarter drive forehand drive could be a little freer
2. RHOSYN CHOCOLATE SPLASH 26/10/03 5100030115 (*Stobar Peete
A Z H.Neg - 3100016052 x *Rhosyn Vital Splash A Z - 5100021078) Bdr;
Exh Exh: Collins SJ & C
Well above medium size medium strong of very harmionous contrrctuion
high withers firm back slightly short slightly steep croup. Good froe and
very good hindquarter angulation very good lower chest forechest needs a
little more development stands correct in front good feminie head and
good ear carriage and good dark eye colour . Steps correct both front and
rear with firm elbows and hock joints. Shows very good groundcovering
covering gait very good hindquarter drive and forehand reach.
3. BRUANGIE CHINA DOLL 3/12/03 5100030893 (*Adelora Whispering
Jack A Z H.Neg - 2100121662 x *Bruangie Titian Gold A Z - 5100019375)
Bdr; Exh Exh: Corlett V
An above medium size medium strong well constructed bitch with normal
withers firm back well moulded croup which should be a little less steep.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation with strong broad thighs.
Stands correct in front with a very strong but still feminie head. Good
medium eye colour. Steps correct in rear with hocks joints a little close.
Shows good ground covering gait during which she roaches her back a
little and should carry her withers a little higher.

REGALSHEP QUITE ACHEIVER 25/11/03 5100030931 (*Rhosyn Ice Lord A Z
H.Neg - 5100007991 x *Regalshep Just Witchery A Z - 5100015469) Bdr; Exh
Exh: Mayne D
Large strong substantial bitch with normal wither firm back sometimes showing a
slight roach well laid croup which could be a fraction longer. For her age normal
chest development very good angulation both front and rear Stands correct in
front good head and expression slightly wide ear carriage, medium eye colour
could be a little darker. Steps correct both front and rear both elbows and hock
joints should be a little firmer. Shows good groundcovering covering gait during
which she should carry her withers a little higher.

JUNIOR BITCH
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. TREYSHUTZ TRICK N TREAT A Z 23/3/03 5100027755 (*Nilson vom
Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x *Rhosyn Kiss N Tell A Z 5100009941) Bdr; Budarick R & M Exh: Hume L/Budarick R & M
Well above medium size medium strong slightly elongated bitch of very
good overall construction high wither firm back well laid croup which could
be a fraction longer very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front good feminie head, good ear carriage medium eye
colour. Steps correct at rear slightly wide in front with firm hock joints
elbows should remain a little firmer. Shows very good groundcovering
covering gait with good hindquarter drive and good fore hand reach during
her movement the ligamentation over the back should remain a little
firmer.
2. BRUANGIE AZTEC PRINCESS A Z 15/05/03 5100028574 (*Hagenstolz
El Ego A Z H.Neg - 3100074825 x *Bruangie Penny Royale A Z 5100014427) Bdr; Corlett V Exh: Corlett V/Delucia J
Above medium size well pigmented bitch of very good construction high
withers firm back and a very well moulded croup. The upper arm is short
and should be better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation and with
strong thighs and very good underline. Stands correct in front, very
feminie head could probably be a fraction stronger, good ear carriage and
eye colour. Steps slightly wide at rear correct in front with firm joints.
Shows very good ground covering even gait with good hindquarter drive
the forehand reach could be a little freer.
3. VONDOUSSA GEORGIE GIRL 26/8/03 5100029709 (*Nilson vom
Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x Grundelhardt Wild Witch
A Z - 5100016565) Bdr; Exh Exh: Hueppauff A/Lloyd M
Well above medium size medium strong bitch of very harmonious
construction . Good withers firm back, well laid croup which could be a
little longer the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation, good chest development normal under line.
Stands correct in front very good head and expression. Good ear carriage

lovely dark eye colour. Steps correct both front and rear. With good firm
hocks joints, elbows should remain a little firmer. Shows good ground
covering gait forehand reach should be a little freer.
4. SAGENHAFT EXOCET 21/8/03 5100029797 (*Sing Ch Nitro v Tronje a Z
H.Neg (Imp Sing) - SZ2020041 x Sagenhaft S Brindabella A Z S1619077) Bdr; Tester JA & CA Exh: Crozier S & V
Just on medium size strong bitch of good substance with high withers firm
back and well laid croup very good fore and hindquarter angulation very
good underline stands correct in front with good feminie head correct ear
carriage medium eye colour. Steps correct both front and rear with firm
joints. Shows good groundcovering gait with good hindquarter drive the
forehand reach could be a little freer.
5. TREYSHUTZ TROUBLENSTRIFE A Z 23/3/03 5100027756 (*Nilson vom
Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x *Rhosyn Kiss N Tell A Z 5100009941) Bdr; Exh Exh: Budarick R & M
Medium size strong bitch of very good substance with good withers firm
back slightly short slightly steep croup very good fore and hindquarter
angulation with lovely broad thighs normal chest development stands
correct in front strong feminine head slightly wide ear carriage. Lovely dark
eye colour. Steps narrow at rear with hock joints close correct in front.
Shows good ground covering gait,
SIEGERHEIMS KAYLA 14/8/03 5100029642 (*Nilson vom Wildsteiger Land a Z
(Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x *Siegerheims Elke A Z - 5100009372) Bdr; Flynn P &
K Exh: Hume L/Flynn P & K
A large strong and substantial bitch of very good overall construction and very
good pigment. The long upper arm could still be better angled good hindquarter
angulation. good chest development. Stands not quite correct in front . Good
head and expression good ear carriage and eye colour. Steps correct at rear with
hock joints close slightly wide a t front with elbows should be firmer. Shows very
good ground covering gait with hindquarter drive. Falls slightly on the forehand.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. AZUREBRIGHT CHEYANNE 3/12/02 5100026623 (*Ch Leitungen Prince
Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x *Ch Sheprose Elvira A Z 5100004503) Bdr; Exh Exh: Smalbil R
Large strong very substantial bitch slightly elongated otherwise of very
good proportions. Normal withers firm back with a well moulded croup The
good long upper arm could still be a little better angled, very good hind
quarter angulation with strong thighs. Stands correct in front, normal chest
development slightly open paws very strong but still feminie head good
ear carriage good eye colour. Steps correct at rear just slightly close hock

joints correct in front. Shows good ground covering gait with good
hindquarter drive falls slightly on the fore hand.
BRUANGIE ZELTA 3/12/02 5100026435 (*Aimsway Abacus A Z H.Neg 2100096239 x *Bruangie Ishanti A Z - S1547408) Bdr; Exh Exh: Corlett V
Large medium strong bitch who could be a fraction more substantial with high
withers firm back and a well moulded croup . The upper arm is short and steep
very good hindquarter angulation. Normal chest development, very good
underline, stands correct in front good head and expression slightly wide ear
carriage and medium eye colour. Steps slightly wide both front and rear. Shows
very good ground covering gait with good hindquarter drive, forehand reach very
restricted. Carries her tail with a slight hook.

OPEN BITCH
Grading:EXCELLENT
1. *CH.VONPETA TAYKALL BY STORM A Z 25/1/02 5100022730
(*Vonpeta Questor A Z H.Neg - 5100012653 x *Ch Eisenland B Witched A
Z - 6100011134) Bdr; Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
A bitch of correct medium size well coloured and pigmented and of very
good proportions high withers firm back and a well moulded croup which
could be a fraction longer very good fore and hindquarter angulation good
underline. Stands correct in front very good head and expression correct
ear carriage and dark eye colour. Steps correct both front ad rear elbows
slightly open. Shows very good powerful ground covering gait with
powerful and forehand reach could be a little freer.
2. *CH.SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE A Z 21/9/99 5100012087 (*Ch Leitungen
Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x Darkana Tiffany A Z CDX S223742) Bdr; Exh Exh: Owen B
A large strong and very substantial bitch with high withers firm back
slightly short and slightly steep croup very good angulation of both the fore
and hindquarter. Very good underline. Stands correct in front strong but
still feminie head correct ear carriage and very good eye colour normal
chest development. Steps slightly wide at rear correct in front elbows
should be a fraction firmer. Moves with very good ground covering gait
strong hindquarter drive and firm back transmission.
3. *RHOSYN ZULU A Z 27/8/02 5100025482 (*Ch Leishjaclyn Zpartacus A
Z H.Neg - 4100050462 x *Rhosyn Chicago Hope A Z - S1630538) Bdr;
Collins SJ & C Exh: Edwards M & J/Collins S & C
Large strong bitch of very good substance high withers firm back and well
laid croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation and very good
underline Stands correct in front very good head and expression and
medium eye colour. Steps correct both front and rear moves with good
ground covering gait and hindquarter drive.

4. *GILARISHA CORKA A Z 12/9/01 5100021756 (*Ch Leitungen Prince
Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x *Alimanda Gila A Z - S1554804) Bdr;
Archbold I & R Exh: Archbold I & R/Tilley TM
Well above medium size strong and substantial bitch of good proportions
high wither firm back slightly short and slightly steep croup upper arm
could still be better angled very good hindquarter angulation. Normal chest
development good underline stands correct in front good head and
expression correct ear carriage and good eye colour. Steps correct both
front and rear with firm joints. Shows very good ground covering gait.
5. *RHOSYN XTRA SPECIAL A Z 12/7/02 5100024638 (*Xio Avax a Z (Imp
Gmy) - SZ65362/01 x *Rhosyn Ginzano A Z - 5100002022) Bdr; Collins
SJ & C Exh: Schoemaker TH
Well above medium size medium strong well proportioned bitch with
normal withers firm back and a well laid croup. The upper arm should be
longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation. Stand correct
in front good head and expression medium eye colour. Steps correct in
front slightly wide at rear. Shows good ground covering gait good
hindquarter drive slightly restricted forehand reach and falls slightly on the
forehand.
6. *BRUANGIE TITIAN GOLD A Z 27/02/01 5100019375 (*Adelora Marcus
A Z H.Neg - 2100047803 x *Bruangie La Lola A Z - 5100007004) Bdr; Exh
Exh: Corlett V
Large strong bitch of good substance high withers firm back well laid
croup which could be a little longer very good angulation of the forequarter
and very angulation of the hindquarter, good underline , Stand correct in
front good head and expression slightly open feet. Steps correct both front
and rear. Shows good ground covering gait during which both hindquarter
drive and forehand reach should be more effective.
7. *CRAISAN ZARA A Z 21/8/02 5100025654 (*Bodecka Grandslam A Z
H.Neg - 3100046079 x *Craisan Petra A Z - S1600387) Bdr; Haysman R
& J Exh: Babenberg Kennels/Haysman J
An above medium size medium strong well proportioned bitch with normal
withers firm back well moulded croup which could be a fraction longer
good fore and very good hindquarter angulation Stands correct in front
good head and expression medium eye colour. Steps correct in front
slightly narrow at rear. Shows very good ground covering gait .
8. *CH. DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN A Z 28/1/98 3100191283 (*Denargun
Fandango A Z H.Neg - V1446146 x *Denargun Tomfoolery A Z V1303318) Bdr; Ballantyne KJ Exh: Brabham JE
Above medium size medium strong well proportioned bitch with good
withers firm back and a well moulded croup the upper arm should be
better angled and longer very good hindquarter angulation stands correct
in front good feminie head and expression correct ear carriage medium
eye colour. Steps correct both front and rear with very firm hock joints.
Shows good ground covering gait during which the ligamentation over the
back should remain a little firmer.

9. *ALDAHOVEN HIGH FIDELITY A Z 27/3/02 5100023615 (*Sing Ch Nitro
v Tronje a Z H.Neg (Imp Sing) - SZ2020041 x *Aldahoven Magenta A Z
CDX - S1615122) Bdr; Rumble A Exh: Vigor D
Large medium strong of very good type and pigmentation slightly
elongated with high wither firm back and very good croup the upper arm
ins short and steep very good hindquarter angulation. Lacks a little
forechest development stands correct in front very good head and
feminine expression. correct ear carriage and dark eye colour. Steps
correct at rear a little wide at front. Shows good ground covering gait good
hindquarter drive forehand reach slightly restricted.
10. *REGALSHEP NICE N EASY A Z 22/8/02 5100025663 (*Ch Leitungen
Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg - 2100008734 x *Regalshep Destany A Z S1972112) Bdr; Exh Exh: Mayne D
Large strong bitch of very good substance normal withers firm back
slightly steep croup very good underline good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation Stands correct in front good head and expression
good ear carriage medium eye colour. A little narrow at rear correct in
front tendency to throw out left hind leg. .Shows good ground covering gait
during which both hindquarter drive and forehand reach should be more
effective.
11. *WINBIRRA RITZY A Z 14/9/01 3100083473 (*Xio Avax a Z (Imp Gmy) SZ65362/01 x *Ch San Rancho Cinnomon A Z - V1353436) Bdr; Carless
P Exh: San Rancho Kennels
Well above medium size slightly elongated bitch with normal withers slight
dip behind the wither firm back and good croup. The upper arm should be
longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct
in front slightly wide set ears medium eye colour normal chest
development . Steps slightly wide at rear with hocks joints close, narrow in
front. Shows some what hasty groundcovering gait.

BABY PUPPY DOG
Grading: Very Promising
1. TONAKER ARCO PRINCE - 25/05/04 5100032652 (*Rhosyn Kriskross A
Z H-Neg 5100009936 x *Denargun Shenanigan A Z. Bdr. Exh. Exh
Schoemaker TH
2. ARKAHLA KERMIT 2/5/04 5100032266 (*Ch Arkahla Gonzo A Z H.Neg
CD ET - 5100016460 x *Arkahla Hot Shot A Z - 5100022774) Bdr; Exh
Exh: O'Loughlin W & J
SAN RANCHO ARMANI 2/6/04 5100032838 (*Jasso von der Bimsgrube a Z
(Imp Gmy) - SZ2014843 x *Winbirra Ritzy A Z - 3100083473) Bdr; Exh Exh: San
Rancho Kennels

MINOR PUPPY DOG

Grading: VERY PROMISING
LEPPSDORF THERA 23/2/04 5100031699 (*Vonpeta Questor A Z H.Neg 5100012653 x *Siegerheims Elke A Z - 5100009372) Bdr; Exh Exh: Hume L
Well above medium size strong dog of very good substance with high withers
firm back, well laid croup which could be a fraction longer. The upper arm could
still be a little longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation with
broad thighs stands correct in front good head and expression good ear carriage
medium eye colour for his age good chest development. Steps correct both front
and rear with already firm hocks. Shows very good groundcovering gait with
good hindquarter drive forehand reach could be a little more expansive

PUPPY DOG
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. REGALSHEP PETER PAN 17/11/03 5100030932 (*Leberhine Ijaz A Z
H.Neg - 5100014919 x *Regalshep Kind a Sweet A Z - 5000020477) Bdr;
Exh Exh: Mayne D
Well above medium size medium strong, dog of very harmonious
construction and strong pigment. Of beautiful colouration. High wither, firm
back and correct length and lay of croup. For his age normal chest
development The upper arm is slightly short and could be better angled
very good hindquarter angulation with good strength of thigh. Stands
correct in front good strong masculine head, good ear carriage and dark
eye colour. Steps close both front ad rear hocks joints should remain a
little firm. Shows very good ground covering covering gait with good
forehands reach very good hindquarter drive and back transmission

JUNIOR DOG
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. BRUANGIE BONZA 5/06/03 5100028924 (*Adelora Whispering Jack A Z
H.Neg - 2100121662 x *Bruangie Jezzabelle A Z - S1658016) Bdr; Exh
Exh: Corlett V
A large strong very substantial dog with high withers firm back slightly
short croup very good fore and hindquarter angulation very good underline
stands correct in front very strong masculine head correct ear carriage
dark eye. Steps correct both front and rear. Moves with good ground
covering covering gait both hindquarter drive and forequarter reach should
be more effective.
2. TTINTAGEL CAMELOT 18/7/03 2100170810 (*Uno von der Urbecke a Z
(Imp Gmy) - SZ1948206 x *Ch Pendragan Hurly Burly A Z - 1467814) Bdr;
Robinson M Exh: Seidl J/Robinson M
Well above medium size medium strong very harmonious constructed dog

with high withers firm back and a well moulded croup which could be a
fraction longer the upper arm could be a fraction longer and better angled
very good hindquarter angulation and very good underline. Stands correct
in front good masculine head correct ear carriage, medium eye colour.
Double P1 upper right. Moves both correct front and rear with very good
firmness of joints both hock and elbow. Shows good ground covering gait.
His hindquarter drive should be a little more effective.
3. VONDOUSSA GUNS N ROSES 26/8/03 5100029707 (*Nilson vom
Wildsteiger Land a Z (Imp Gmy) - SZ2062603 x Grundelhardt Wild Witch
A Z - 5100016565) Bdr; Exh Exh: Hueppauff A/Lloyd M
Well above medium size medium strong dog very harmonious
construction high wither s firm back well moulded croup which could be a
little less steep slight restrictions in the forequarter and very good
hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front good head and
expression, correct ear carriage medium eye colour. Normal chest
development. Still good underline just a slight tuck up.. Steeps correct
front and rear hock joints could be a fraction firmer. Shows good ground
covering gait with good hindquarter drive forehand reach could be a little
freer and the ligamentation over the back a little firmer.

INTERMEDIATE DOG
Grading: Very Good
GILARISHA FAMOUS FONZIE A Z H.Neg 30/10/02 510002653 (*Alimanda Jak
O Diamonds A Z H.Neg - 5100010545 x *Gilarisha Blanch A Z - 5100016602)
Bdr; Exh Exh: Archbold I & R
Large strong substantial well pigmented and coloured dog of very harmonious
construction. Normal wither slight dip behind the wither, firm back and a well
moulded croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation and a very good
underline Does not stand quite correct in front with strong head a good
expression correct ear carriage and medium eye colour steps slightly narrow at
rear with firm hocks joints correct in front Moves with strong powerful gait.

OPEN DOG
Grading: EXCELLENT
1. *RHOSYN KRISKROSS A Z H.Neg 14/3/99 5100009936 (*Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ1862375 x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z S1563722) Bdr; Exh Exh: Collins SJ & C
Large strong very substantial dog of very good proportions and very
harmonious construction high withers firm back a well moulded croup
which could be a little less steep. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation good underline Stands correct in front. Good head and
expression correct ear carriage and good eye colour. Steps slightly narrow

at rear firm hocks joints correct in front . Shows very good ground covering
gait.
2. *CH.ARKAHLA GONZO A Z H.Neg CD ET 20/8/00 5100016460 (*Ch
Arkahla Astrodome A Z H.Neg CD ET - S1429765 x *Arkahla Foreffsake A
Z - 5100007262) Bdr; Exh Exh: O'Loughlin W & J
Well above medium size strong and substantial dog of very good
construction and very good proportions normal withers firm back well laid
croup which should be a little longer very good fore and hindquarter
angulation good underline strong masculine head good ear carriage and
medium eye colour. Steps correct at rear with firm hocks joints correct in
front. Shows very good ground covering gait with strong hindquarter drive
should carry his wither a fraction higher.
3. *CH.TAURORN JAZZMAN A Z H.Neg CDX AD JD 4/9/00 5100016638
(*Ch Arkahla Astrodome A Z H.Neg CD ET - S1429765 x *Delaforce Cool
Runnings A Z) Bdr; Wellman G Exh: Fielder B
An above medium size medium strong slightly elongated dog with good
wither firm back slightly short and slightly steep croup very good fore and
hindquarter angulation very good underline stands correct in front good
head and expression good eye colour. Steps correct at rear with his hocks
joints slightly close slightly in front.. Shows very even ground covering gait
with good hindquarter drive forehand reach should be a little more
expansive.
*ADELORA WHISPERING JACK A Z H.Neg 5/8/01 2100121662 (*Troy vd
Noriswand a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) - SZ2040827 x *Ch Siegerheims Brigitte A Z S1627973) Bdr; Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J Exh: Hume L/Corlett V/Flynn
P&K
Large strong substantial bitch with high wither firm back slightly short slightly
steep croup The upper arm should be a fraction longer and better angled and
very good hindquarter angulation good underline. Stands correct in front very
strong masculine head correct ear carriage the eye colour should be a little
darker. Steps slightly wide at rear with firm hock joints correct in front shows very
good ground covering gait good hindquarter drive forehand reach could be a little
freer and the ligamentation over the back a little firmer.

CHILD HANDLER RESULTS
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UNDER 12 GIRLS
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